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	SE: Heavy and Light1. Gather a few items that are really light, and some that are a bit heavier (to your baby) and a box.2. One by one, place each item on top of the box. 3. Encourage your baby to push the item off the box.4. Do they have a harder time pushing off the heavier items? Did the heavier items surprise them when they fell? 
	Movement: Treasure Hunt1. Get a few containers or boxes, along with toys that would fit in them. 2. Show your baby the toy, and then cover it with the box. If your baby can crawl, put the boxes a bit aways to encourage them to move. If they can't, put it slightly out of reach to encourage reaching.3. Encourage your child to knock over the box to get the toy underneath it. 
	LC: Musical Art1. Cover a table or the floor with paper and get crayons or markers.2. Play some music while your baby marks the paper. If they are non-mobile, lay them on the floor, if they are mobile they can sit at a table or lay on the floor. 3. Does your baby seem to mark faster when the music is faster? Or do they change the way they move at all to the music?
	Week of: May 25, 2020
	Let's Get Started: We're thrilled to share some fun ideas for you to do with your infant this week.  Exploration activities will be a time to learn and develop the brain. Social-Emotional activities will help build self-awareness and self-esteem. Movement activities will help build muscles and motor control. Language activities will help develop communication skills.
	Exploration: Paper Towel Tubes1. Gather a few paper towel tubes.2.Show your baby how to talk through the tube or to make sounds through it.3. If they make a sound through it, try to mimic it. Or, see if they can mimic the sounds you create.4. Do they seem to like hearing the sound? 5. Try to also put the tube to their ear and whisper really quietly into it.  How do they react?


